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Abstract Complex systems call for a hierarchical description. Analo-
gously, the engineering of non-trivial MASs (multiagent systems) requires
principles and mechanisms for a multi-layered description, which could
be used by MAS designers to provide different level of abstractions over
MASs.
In this paper, we first advocate the need for zooming mechanisms, pro-
moting a coherent and consistent multi-layered view of agent systems.
After surveying the best-known AOSE methodologies, we focus on the
scaling mechanisms of the OPM process-oriented methodology. Then,
by adopting soda as our reference, we show how an AOSE methodology
can be enhanced with simple yet expressive zooming mechanisms. Fi-
nally, we present a simple case study where the enhanced agent-oriented
methodology (SODA+zoom) is exploited and put to the test.

1 Zooming as a Principle in the Design of MASs

As advocated in [1], MASs (multiagent systems), once developed up to their
full potential, can be generally seen as representing a class of complex artificial
systems, wide and meaningful enough to legitimate in principle the application
to MASs of the general principles and laws governing complex systems. While
modelling complex systems and understanding their behaviour and dynamics is
the most relevant concern in many areas, such as economics, biology, or social
sciences, the complexity of construction is of paramount interest when dealing
with software systems — MASs in particular. Drawing results from heteroge-
neous scientific areas, and bringing them to the MAS field, is then particularly
meaningful and promising when principles and ideas that are known to model
and describe complex systems in general are taken and shown to be applicable
and useful to build MASs — in other terms, become ideas and principles for
agent-oriented engineering processes and methodologies.

1.1 Hierarchies in Complex Systems

According of the theory of hierarchies [2], all biological systems are amenable to
be represented as organised on different layers, ranging from genes and cells up to
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organisms, species and clades. Each level is essential to the general understand-
ing of the system’s wholeness, and it is autonomous with its own laws, pattern
and behaviour. At the same time, no level can be understood in isolation inde-
pendently of all the other levels, and the system as a whole can be understood
only through the understanding and representation of all of its levels.

When generally ascribed to complex systems, this sort of “hierarchy princi-
ple” might also be seen as a defining one: that is, a complex systems is a sys-
tem requiring layers — independent but strongly correlated ones — in order to
fully understand and reproduce their dynamics and behaviour. When brought
to MASs, in particular, it first suggests that MAS models, abstractions, pat-
terns and technologies can be suitably categorised and compared using a layered
description, as shown in [1]. More simply and directly, when applied to the engi-
neering of MASs, the hierarchy principle suggests that agent-oriented processes
and methods should support some forms of MAS layering, allowing engineers to
design and develop MAS along different levels of abstractions — a number of
independent, but strictly related, MAS layers.

Accordingly, one should expect that existing methodologies actually do sup-
port abstractions and processes for MAS layering. Quite interestingly, however,
current AOSE methodologies offer very little (if any) support for hierarchical
representation of MASs. So, in the following subsection we first survey the main
AOSE methodologies to look for some support for layered representation of MAS,
then we advocate the need of a simple layering mechanism (called here zoom-
ing) to be applied to any meaningful agent abstraction at any stage of the MAS
engineering process.

1.2 Zooming in AOSE Methodologies

Many methodologies exist in the literature aimed at the engineering of artificial
systems in terms of MASs. Some example are GAIA [3], MaSE [4], Tropos [5],
Message [6], Prometheus [7]. Although none of them provides MAS engineers
with an explicit layering mechanism, there are methodologies which exhibit some
implicit mechanism that makes it possible in some sense to analyse the system
at different levels of detail.

At the best of our knowledge, the most cited AOSE methodology, GAIA,
does not introduce any mechanism providing for MAS layering. In MaSE, in-
stead, two models allow MASs to be represented at different levels of abstrac-
tion: the creating-agent-classes model provide an high-level vision of the MAS
agents and of their main conversations; instead, the assembling-agent-classes
model “zooms” on the inner agent structure, and provides for a number of pre-
defined components, which may also have sub-architectures (with further sub-
components) of their own.

Tropos promotes a form of refinement across different stages of the MAS anal-
ysis process, such as when the Actor and dependency models built in the early
requirements phase are extended during the late requirements phase by adding
the system-to-be as another actor, along with its inter-dependencies with social
actors. Also MESSAGE use a refinement model in the analysis phase: the level 0
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model gives an overall view of the system, its environment, and its global func-
tionality; subsequent level 1 defines the structure and the behaviour of entities
such as organization, agents, tasks, goals domain entities are defined; and addi-
tional levels (2, 3, . . . ) might be defined for pointing out specific aspects of the
system dealing with functional requirements as well as non-functional require-
ments such as performance, distribution, fault tolerance, security. In Prometheus
a progressive refinement process is used which starts by describing agents inter-
nals in terms of capabilities. The internal structure of each capability is then
described, optionally using or introducing further capabilities, which are refined
in turn until all capabilities have been defined: capabilities nesting is allowed,
thus allowing for arbitrarily many layers, in order to achieve an understandable
complexity at each level.

The above forms of layering, however, are quite limited, first of all because
they enforce only a top-down, mono-directional form of zooming — so, refine-
ment allowed, abstraction not allowed —, then for their pre-fixed scope and
structure, which limit in principle their flexibility and possibly their ability to
fit the many different different MAS application scenarios. The mechanism for
zooming are then not explicit, and no ontological support is actually provided
by any of the available AOSE methodologies to the best of our knowledge today.

1.3 Zooming in OPM

It is then quite curious to observe that a non-AOSE approach as OPM (Object
Process Methodology [8]) directly supports zooming in several forms — even
though the word zooming is used there with a more specific meaning.

OPM in short OPM is an integrated approach to the study and development
of systems in general, and software systems in particular. The basic premise of
OPM is that objects and processes are two types of equally important classes of
things, which together describe the function, structure and behavior of systems
in a single framework in virtually any domain. OPM unifies the system lifecycle
stages — specification, design and implementation — within one frame of refer-
ence, using a single diagramming tool — Object-Process Diagrams (OPDs) —
and a corresponding subset of English, called Object-Process Language (OPL).
Unlike the object-oriented approach, behavior in OPM is not necessarily encap-
sulated within a particular object class construct. Using stand-alone processes,
one can model a behavior that involves several object classes and is integrated
into the system structure. Processes can be connected to the involved object
classes through procedural links, which are divided, according to their function-
ality, into three groups: enabling links, transformation links, and control links.

At the core of our interest here, as far as layer mechanisms are concerned,
OPM adopts detail decomposition: rather then decomposing a system according
to its various aspect (as in UML), decomposition is based on the system level of
abstraction. OPM built-in scaling (refinement/abstraction) mechanisms — un-
folding/folding, in-zooming/out-zooming, expressing/suppressing — greatly help
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manage system complexity. Unfolding/folding is applied by default to objects for
detailing/hiding their structural components (parts, specializations, features, or
instances). In-zooming /out-zooming is applied by default to processes for de-
tailing/hiding their sub-process components and details of the process execution.
Expression/suppression provides for showing/hiding the states of an object class.

Despite the different names, all the OPM scaling mechanisms (which we here
call altogether zooming) allow engineers to work middle-out: any MAS engineer
can choose to start at any arbitrary abstraction level, and then achieve both the
most detailed level and the most abstract level, along with the entire spectrum
of intermediate levels between these two extremes.

OPM/MAS even in shorter No surprise, then, that OPM has been extended
in order to support concepts from the agent field in OPM/MAS. OPM/MAS [9]
takes MAS building-block from the GAIA methodology. The set of MAS building
blocks is divided into two groups. The first contains static, declarative building
blocks, while the second group contains building blocks with behavioral, dynamic
nature. The building blocks in the first group, which includes organization, so-
ciety, platform, rule, role, user, protocol, belief, desire, fact, goal, intention, and
service, are modelled as OPM objects. The building blocks in the second group,
which includes agent, task, and messaging, are modelled using the process con-
cept.

OPM/MAS is indeed the first actual effort to introduce the zooming mech-
anism into a methodology for modelling multi-agent systems. However, apart
from the obvious problems raising from the uneven mixture of so-different OPM
and GAIA, zooming mechanisms of OPM come to be too generic for GAIA-
derived agent abstractions, which were not conceived with zooming in mind.
For instance, in-zooming an agent according to OPM rules would generally lead
to another object, in general, or more specifically to another agent, plausibly:
no way that an activity represented at a given level of abstraction as an agent
becomes a society of agents at the subsequent, more refined level.

That is why in this paper we try the other way round: so, we do not start
from a non-agent methodology with good zooming mechanisms, and then “agen-
tify” it — the OPM/MAS approach. Instead, we take a simple, bare-bone AOSE
methodology (that is, SODA), and introduce mechanism for layering and zoom-
ing, expressive and general enough to be applicable to any key abstraction —
such as roles, agents, societies, interaction rules.

According to that, in the next Section we first introduce the basic concept
of SODA, exploiting OPM for presenting its meta-model specification. Then, we
introduce zooming in SODA, by discussing its general model and main features.
The last Section is devoted to illustrating a simple case study, where SODA and
the new zooming mechanisms are put to the test.
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2 Zooming SODA

In this Section we discuss a possible approach to the introduction of a zooming
mechanism in SODA (Societies in Open and Distributed Agent space), an agent-
oriented [10] methodology for the analysis and design of agent-based systems.

2.1 The SODA methodology in short

SODA is a methodology for the analysis and design of agent-based systems. As
an explicit choice, SODA concentrates on inter-agent issues, like the engineering
of societies and infrastructures for multi-agent system. Since this conceptually
covers all the interaction within an agent system, the design phase deeply relies
on the notion of coordination model [11]. In particular, coordination models and
languages are taken as a source of the abstractions and mechanisms for the
engineering of agent societies: social rules are designed as coordination laws and
embedded into coordination media, and the social infrastructure is built upon
coordination system.

Analysis. The SODA analysis phase is based on three models – the role model,
the resource model, and the interaction model. Since analysing a system in SODA
amounts at defining some concepts and their relationships, an effective and fruit-
ful way to describe such models is via suitable relational tables. In particular:

– in the role model, first the application goals are modelled in terms of the
(individual and social) tasks to be achieved: each individual tasks is then as-
sociated to a role, while each social task is associated to a group. So, the role
model can be represented by defining a Role Table (Table 1) and a Group
Table (Table 2), respectively. In addition, since SODA associates interaction
protocols to roles and interaction rules to groups, one extra column is added
to such tables, to represent these associations. At a finer-grain level of detail,
however, each group, too, is associated to a set of roles – the social roles:
correspondingly, further Role Tables can be introduced to express these re-
lationships – one (social) Role Table for each group. As a result, Role Tables
are exploited to express both the individual roles (one table) and the social
roles (as many tables as the groups are). Of course, the interaction protocols
associated to roles and the interaction rules associated to groups are further
detailed in the interaction model (Tables 4 and 5 below).

– in the resource model, the application environment is modelled in terms
of available services, associated to abstract resources. These are further as-
sociated to a policy, intended as a set of access permissions associated to a
role or group. Table 3 expresses this relationship, also listing the interaction
protocols associated to each resource (again, details about interaction pro-
tocols and rules are provided in the interaction model – Tables 4 and 5).
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Role Task Interaction protocol

role name task name list of protocols
Table 1. Role Table

Group Social Task Interaction rules

group name social task name list of rules
Table 2. Group Table

Resource Services Policy Interaction Protocols

resource name services name list of access permission list of protocol
Table 3. Resource Table

– the interaction model is aimed at modelling the interaction among roles,
groups and resources: each interaction protocol is defined in terms of the in-
formation required / provided by roles and resources (Table 4). Analogously,
interaction rules govern interaction within groups (Table 5).

Interaction protocol Information required Information provided

name of protocol
Table 4. Interaction Protocols Table

Interaction rule Rule description

name of rule description
Table 5. Interaction Rules Table

Design. The SODA design phase is based on three strictly related models, which
derive from the models defined in the analysis phase; in particular, the analy-
sis’ role model maps on the design’s agent model and society model, while the
analysis’ resource model maps on the design’s environment model. The analysis’
interaction model, in its turn, generates the interaction protocols and coordina-
tion rules referenced by the design’s models. So, more precisely:

– in the agent model, individual and social roles are mapped upon agent
classes: each agent class is then characterised by the task, the interaction
protocols associated to its role, and the resources that need be accessed,
with the corresponding set of permissions (Table 6). Again, the interaction
protocols referenced here are the same defined in the analysis’ Table 4.

– in the society model, groups are mapped onto agent societies (Table 7),
each organised around a coordination medium – the abstraction provided by
coordination model for coordination purposes – along with the correspond-
ing coordination rules; these are the design’s counterpart of the analysis’
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interaction rules defined in Table 5). Again, for each society, the required
resources should also be specified.

Agent Role Interaction protocol Resources Permissions

agent name role name list of protocols list of resources list of permissions
Table 6. Agent Table

Society Group Coordination medium Resources Coordination rule

society name group name medium resources list of rules
Table 7. Society Table

– in the environment model, the resources identified in the analysis phase
(together with the corresponding policies) are mapped onto infrastructure
classes at the design phase, and are associated to topological abstractions.

We skip further details being not relevant for this paper: the interested readers
can refer to [10].

2.2 SODA+zoom

Following the principles sketched in Section 1, here we introduce a simple layering
principle to the models defined in analysis stage, in particular with the specific
aim to scale with complexity of tasks description. The models defined at the
design stage become layered indirectly as a consequence, by mapping layers
described in the analysis.

Each layer contains a description of the models (role, resource, interaction)
at a given level of abstraction, here represented using the tables introduced
previously. Each layer is labelled with a number: as a convention, the uppermost
layer is labelled with 0 – which represents the most abstract view of the MAS.
Applying zooming to a model at layer L results in a model at layer L + 1.

The zooming principle introduced here comes from the basic intuition that
what can be described as a (complex) individual task T assigned to a role R at the
layer L, by zooming can be described as a social task ST assigned to a group Gr at
the layer L + 1. Considering the tabular description adopted here, the principle
means that an entry of a Role Table at layer L can be exploded into an entry
of the Group Table at layer L + 1, plus all the information concerning the new
group: a Role Table describing the social roles of the new group, an Interaction
Protocol Table describing the interaction protocols of the social roles and an
Interaction Rule Table describing the interaction rule of the group. The new
group at the layer L + 1 can possibly lead to the introduction of a new Resource
Table, with resources which are visible only at this level of abstraction, and are
not perceived by roles / groups of the upper layers.

In order to track the relationships between zooming and zoomed abstractions
between two layers L and L + 1, a Zooming Table is used. A Zooming Table
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has two columns: the first column contains the name of the abstraction to be
zoomed at layer L – i.e. the name of the role R – and the second column the
name of the corresponding zoomed abstraction(s) at layer L + 1, i.e. the name
of the group Gr.

It is worth noting that the zooming rule includes a sort of consistency rule
for which if R is the role at layer L zoomed as group Gr at layer L + 1, then (i)
the set of the information required IN(R) characterising the interaction protocol
of R must be a subset of the union of all the sets describing the information
required by the social roles SR of the group Gr; (ii) the set of the information
provided OUT(R) characterising the interaction protocol of R must be a subset
of the union of all the sets describing the information provided by the social
roles SR of the group Gr.

The zooming mechanism provided for the model at the analysis stage has a
direct consequence on the models and diagrams identified at the design stage.
For each layer defined at the analysis stage, there is a corresponding layer at the
design stage, mapping the models as described in SODA. As a result, the effect
of the zooming principle at the design stage basically accounts for describing an
agent classes C – mapping a role R at the layer L – as a society S at the layer
L + 1, mapping the group Gr which results from zooming R.

3 The case study

In order to exemplify SODA+zoom, we briefly discuss a real world case study,
about the management of an Internet web site of a university course through
the use of a multi-agent system. For lack of space, we will focus on the analysis
stage.

System requirements include the support for:

– authenticated login;
– publication of didactic material and exercises;
– download of didactic material and exercises;
– automatic exercise correction, intended as a check on (i) the format of the

submitted material, (ii) the material originality, (iii) the actual correction,
(iv) the test and (v) final assessment.

The analysis of the MAS is described across two layers.
The result of the analysis at Layer 0 is shown in Figure1. The role model is

described by a Role Table with four individual roles, a Group Table concerning
the Exercise Group and a Role Table describing the social roles of the Exercise
Group. The Resource Table (not shown for lack of space) contains two distinct
resources, Login Manager and Data Manager, the former providing login and
registration services, the latter storage service for exercises and student material.
The interaction model is described by the Interaction Protocols Table of the
individual and social roles, and by the Interaction Rules Table for the Exercise
Group.
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Role Task Interaction protocol

authenticate user login authenticate protocol

register insert student insert protocol

writer write material write protocol

reader read material read protocol

Group Social task Social Roles Interaction rule

Exercise exercise management compiler, exer-reader, download rule, upload rule,
developer, , corrector update profile rule

Social role Task Interaction protocol

compiler write the text of new exercise compiler protocol

exer-reader download new exercise exer-reader protocol

developer upload the developed exercise developer protocol

controller control the state of the exercise controller protocol

corrector correct and assess the exercise corrector protocol

Interaction protocol Information required Information provided

authenticate protocol access permissions username and password

insert protocol username and password student’s profile

write protocol text of material

read protocol specific material

compiler protocol text of new exercise

ex-reader protocol specific exercise

developer protocol developed exercise

controller protocol state of the exercise

corrector protocol exercise assessment of exercise

. . . . . . . . .

Interaction rule Rule description

download rule download enabled only if at least one exercise is present

upload rule it should not be possible to deliver an exercise twice

update profile rule a student’s profile may be updated only
when the exercise is in state “assessmentOK”

Figure 1. Tables at the Layer 0, in top-down order: the Role Table containing indi-
vidual roles, the Group Table with the Exercise Group, the Role Table with the social
roles of the Exercise Group, the Interaction Protocols Table (here describing roles only)
and the Interaction Rules Table.
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Group Social task Interaction rule

CorrectorGroup correct and evaluate the exercise format rule,
originality rule

correct rule
tester rule

evaluated rule

Social role Task Interaction Protocol

format checker check the format of delivered exercise format protocol

originality checker check that the students did not copy the exercise originality protocol

correct checker correcting the delivered exercise correct protocol

tester testing the delivered exercise tester protocol

evaluator exercise assessment evaluated protocol

Interaction protocol Information required Information provided

format protocol delivered exercise “formatOk” or nothing

originality protocol delivered exercise and “formatOk” “originalityOk” or nothing

correct protocol delivered exercise and “originalityOk” “correctOk” or nothing

tester protocol delivered exercise and “correctionOk” “testOk” or nothing

evaluated protocol delivered exercise and “testOk” “assessmentOk” or nothing

Interaction rule Rule description

format rule format check possible only if at least one exercise was delivered

originality rule originality check possible only if an exercise is in state “formatOk”

correct rule correction possible if at least an exercise is in state “originalityOk”

tester rule test possible only if at least one exercise is in state “correctOk”

evaluated rule assessment possible only if at least one exercise is in state “testOk”

Figure 2. Tables at Layer 1, in top-down order: the Group Table with the Corrector-
Group corresponding to the Corrector role in Layer 0, the Role Table with the social
roles of the CorrectorGroup, the Interaction Protocols Table with the protocols of the
social roles, and the Interaction Rules Table with the rules of the CorrectorGroup.
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Then, Layer 1 contains the description of the structures obtained by zooming
on the Corrector role. The result of the zooming is described in Figure Figure2:
the role Corrector is zoomed into a new group called CorrectorGroup, which
introduces some new social roles described in the Role Table. The Interaction
Protocols Table contains the protocols of the new social roles introduced, and
the Interaction Rules Table contains the rules of the CorrectorGroup group.

In this case, the Zooming Table connecting Layer 0 and Layer 1 has simply
one entry:

Role Group
Corrector CorrectorGroup

The two layers at the analysis stage are mapped onto two layers at the design
stage (not shown here for lack of space). The effect of the zooming applied in the
analysis concerns the introduction of a Society Table with a CorrectorSociety
entry in Layer 1 (which maps the CorrectorGroup in Layer 0 in the analysis
stage), zooming the CorrectorAgent entry in the Agent Table defined in Layer
0 (which maps the Corrector role on the analysis side).

4 Conclusion and Future work

In this paper we argued that any methodology aimed at engineering complex
artificial systems should provide engineers with some layering principles, such
as zooming mechanisms, allowing for expressive and consistent multi-layer de-
scriptions of systems. Taking inspiration from the scaling mechanisms of OPM,
we showed how an AOSE methodology like soda can be enhanced with a simple
yet expressive zooming mechanism, and put it to the test by discussing a case
study.

Apart from testing our extended methodology in the large, future work will be
mostly devoted at understanding the full implications of zooming in terms of the
fundamental agent-oriented abstractions. In particular, we will focus on artifacts
for MAS, and try to understand how features like linkability and distribution
can promote the use of zooming in the engineering of MAS environment.
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